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1 Introduction 

Thin silicon detectors are widely used in experimental particle physics, 
particularly in experiments on. high energy accelerators. A reduction 
of a counter thickness allows one to increase its internal fastness and 
radiation resistance. Silicon PIN diodes have a thickness of x ~ 100 
JLm and can be used in arrays for charged particle dete~tion [1]. The 
detector of another type - CCD has a typical thickness of x ~ 20 JLm 
[2]. The silicon detector with an avalanche amplification described in 
ref.[3] has as thin a thickness of the space charge region as 2 JLm. A 
variety of analytical approximations for the energy loss calculation in 
layers have been used to calculate straggling functions [4]. However, 
the interactions of charged particles in an absorber are simulated most 
closely by the Monte Carlo method. This has .prompted us to perform 
the calculations of energy losses in a wide range of thicknesses froni 1 
JLm to 100 pm using this method. 

2 Monte .Carlo ·calculations 

In the Monte Carlo calculations particles are assumed to make collisions 
at random intervals. In a.single collision any amount ofenergy can be 
lost from 0 to c, which for relativistic particles is given by: 

2m;f32'Y2 c = __ ____!:.:..,_...!...__~ 
_1+2'Y~+(~i, 

where me is the mass ofthe electron, mz the mass 'of a particle, {3 is 
. . . ' . 1 

the veloCityofaparticleexpressed in light speed units; t= (1- {32)-2 • 

The probability of~ energy loss E in a single collision is given by 
the differential collision cross section spectrum /(E) [4], obtained for 
45 Gev/c pions in solid silicon. For .this momentum the correspond
ing value of f3'Y is 228.8. As it is mentioned in re£.[4], the 4ifferences 
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in the most probable energy loss b.p and the full width at.half maxi
mum FWHMfordifferent spectra are riot more than 1% for f31 >100. 
Therefore, the results obtained here can be generalized for other parti
cles and energies provided that f31 > 100. For f3 --+ 1 the total collision 
cross section Ut=3.84 collisions/ JLm [5]. 

The probability P(;,) of n interactions for the mean number of 
collisions per particle m=:rnt is given by aPoisson distribution: 

( ) 
m!f m 

Pn =-e-. 
n! 

In ref.[5] the function !(E) was integrated to obtain the function 
Q(E) varying froni 0 to 1. Q(E) was given by' a random number gen-

. erator and a definite value of E corresponded to each Q(E). In the 
present work the·. random number ·generator· giving random numbers 
according to the f(E) distribution was designed:. Each number gave 
directly the energy E lost in a single collision; 

3 Results ·and dis.cussion 

Electrons in the silicon atom form three shells: K,L,M. Tlh~ number of 
electrons on each shell equals accordingly: 2, 8, 4- For K-shell electrons 
the binding energy is Ik=1839 eVand.they do not contribute to energy 
losses below Ik, neither do L-shell electrons below !,=99 e V. 90% of 
the time the K-shell ionization is attended-with an emission.of Auger 
electron carrying the energy of ionization' with a ,range about 0.2 JLm. 
The rest of the time this energy is taken in the form of X-rays. For 
M-shell electrons the collisions produce mainly collective excitations. 

The kinematic limit Emax=20 ke V has been set in all calculations 
because of the technical difficulties· aiising from the use of the 32 bit 
computer. The effective range of 20 keV electrons in a silicon absorber 
is 3 jLm .. The electrons with a range comparable with .the thickness of 
a detector are able to go beyond its limits, leaving inside 'only a. part 
of their energy~ The~e is a differencebetweenthe.energydeposition in 
a detect~r and the energy loss of a partici~ dlle to the escape of such 
8-:rays. Let us see ho~. the choice ~f Emax c~m-affect the whole pattern, . . . ' . ' "' ._ . ' . . . ; 
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for example on the thickness of lOpm, which is not ~uch mo.rethan 
the range of 20 keV electrons. Fig.1 presents three 'spectra for the 
thickness of x=10 JLm for different value~ of the maximum energy loss 
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Fig.l. Calculated energy-loss spec
tra c,o(~) for 45 GeV fc pions passing 
through the 10 pm Si detector. The 
ordinate is an arbitrary scale. For de
tails, see the t~xt 
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Fig.2. Calculated energy-loss spec
trum c,o(~) for 45 GeV fc pions pas~
ing through the 50.9 Jlm Si detector 
and the experimental data (circles) for 
/1!=3914 electron~. The o~dlnate is ~n 
arbitrary scale 

in a single collision Emax· Let us say in case a: Emax=20 keV; in cases 
band c: Emax = Ik. In case ball events withE> hare exempted, but 
in case c only single collisions with E> h are disregarded; however, 
the whole events remain. In other words, the areas under the cl.trves 
a and c are the same, therefore the maximum of the curve c appears 
to be higher than that of a. However, the location of the maxima and 
FWHM in all.three cases is the same. It means that K-shell electrons 
do not influence the most probable energy losses and the full widths: 
at half maximum. The same is true for. the electrons from other shells 
if E> Ik. These electrons affect only the tail of a distribution. The 
probability of the energy loss being more than 20 keV is less tharil %, 
therefore the setting of the kinematic limit must not change greatly the 
spectra even for larger thicknesses. 

For the differential collision cross section f(E) [4] the range of pos
sible errors is given. Within that range we have used the data for f(E) 
and obtained straggling functions for different thicknesses which agreed 
rather well with the experimental datq. [6]. . 
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Fig.3. Calculated energy-loss spec
trum rp(A) for 45 GeV /c pions pass
ing through the 32 p,m Si detector 
and the experimental data (circles) for 
.B/=3914 electrons. The ordinate is an 
arbitrary scale. The Landau function is 
shown as a dashed line 
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Fig.4. Calculated energy-loss spec
trum lll(A) for 45 GeV fc pions passing 
through the 1 p,m Si detector. The or
dinate corresponds to 106 1r, and lll(A) 
represents the number of 1r found in 1 
eV bins 

Fig.2 and Fig.3 presentthe Monte Carlo calculation for x=50.9 pm and 
x=32 pm respectively compared to the experimental data. The differ
ences for small· energy losses between the experiment and the model 
are ascribed by the authors of ref.[6] to "edge effects~'. :The Landau 
function on fig.3 is shown to. see the importance of electronic ·binding 
effects. The theory of Landau assumes that . the typical energy loss in 
an absorber is large compared .to the binding energy of the most tightly 
bo~nd electron, the condition which is not satisfied here. • 

The spectrum for the minimum thickness of x=l·pm is given on fig.4 
which is similar in principle to the one obtained in re£.[5]. The mean 
number of collisions hereis 3.84. The separate peaks at 17,34,51...eV 
correspond to 1,2,3 ... plasmon excitations and the rise at rvl50 eV is 
due to. L-shell excitations. We see that the spectrum does not have 
anything in common with the Landau distribution. 

· Fig.5 and Fig.6 refer to the thicknesses of x=2 pm and x=3 J-Lm re
spectively. It is clearly seen that the microstructure is being smoothed 
fairly quickly with the increasing of the thickness. The spectrum for 
x=2 pm makes it possible to evaluate the efficiency of a diode with aii 
avalanche amplification discussed in ref.[3]. To get a 99% efficiency the 
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registration. threshold should be set equal to about· 70 e Y .. 

Fig.5. Calculated energy-loss spec
trum Ill( A) for 45 GeV fc pions passing· 
through the 2 p,m Si detector. The or
dinate corresponds to 106 1r, and lll(A) 
represents the number of 1r found in 1 
eV bins · 

Fig:6. Calculated energy-loss spec
trum rp(A) for 45 GeV /c pions passing 
through the 3 p,m Si detector. The or
dinate is an arbitrary scale 

The table provides the values of the most probab~e energy losses 
and the full widths at half maximum obtained a) in the present work; 
b) experimentally [6], and c) by means of the convolution method [4] 
for highly relativistic particles. The general observation is that the 
results obtained through the Monte Carlo calculation follow closely 
the experimental data and the data from the convolution 'method. It 
is also seen that the ratio of the most probable energy loss over the 
thickness of a detector is lessening with the decrease 'of the detector 
thickness. 

4 Conclusive remarks 

The existing ·.experimental data and the· data from the convo_lution 
method have been used to compare with the calcUlation from the Monte 
Carlo method. A s~bstantial agre~ment has been reached from these 
three proven·methods. 

It .is known that the character of particle interactions with atomic 
eleCtrons fo~ different solids is qualitatively similar to each other. There-
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fore, the results obtained in this work for silicon can be applied for the 
evaluation of the· most probable energy losses and the_ full widths at 
half maximum in scintillators ·with 'the same average energy losses. 
The microstructure in· the energy-loss distribution shows itself for the 
thicknesses below 3 JLm of a silicon layer. The detectors based on su
perconducting aluminum foils [7] and low-density di-electric foils from 
MgO or KCl with secondary electron emission [8] could serve as ex
amples of detectors with such thicknesses (expressed in a weight scale) 
ba.S'ed on substances other than silicon. 

Table. The most probable energy losses D.p and the full widths at half 
maximum FWHM for different silicon layers 

x, p.m 2 3 5 10 20 32 51 100 
~~''keY, this wo_rk 0.125 0.42 0.82 1.87 4.2 7.2 12.3 26.7 
~P• keY, [6] 7.137 12.24 26.86 
~P• keY, [4] 1.857 4.12 7.36 12.397 26.544 

:::!-,~~.this work 62.5 140 164 187 210 225 242 266 
. FWHM, keY, this work 0.455 0.75 1.1 1.8 3.4 5.6 ·-. 7.8 13.9 
FWHM, keY, [6] 5.49 7.74 13.97 
FWHM, keY, [4] 1.758 3.338 5.611 7.861 13.836 
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